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Lake Lake Lake Lake WinnipegWinnipegWinnipegWinnipeg    

Lake Winnipeg is the world’s 10th largest freshwater lake, with a watershed that spans two 

countries, four provinces, four states and over 100 Indigenous nations. It is a lake that matters 

to Manitoba families – it defines our province’s geography, drives our economy, shapes our 

cultures and supports our biodiversity. 

Lake Winnipeg’s fisheries are worth $130 million, while tourism and recreation contribute 

$110 million annually to the provincial economy. The lake is the third-largest hydroelectric 

reservoir in the world, generating hundreds of millions of dollars’ of green energy. Property 

values around the lake’s south basin alone are worth $2.5 billion and collectively generate 

approximately $40 million in annual tax revenues, supporting vibrant communities and 

businesses on the lake’s shores. Dozens of communities, including First Nations and Metis, 

depend on Lake Winnipeg for clean drinking water, sustainable livelihoods and viable 

subsistence fisheries.  

Yet Lake Winnipeg is suffering from accelerated eutrophication, caused by excess 

phosphorus. As a result, potentially harmful algae blooms are negatively impacting water 

quality, tourism and recreation, fisheries, real estate markets and local economies. Rightfully, 

Manitobans are increasingly concerned about Lake Winnipeg’s long-term health. 

Manitoba’s threatened wetlandsManitoba’s threatened wetlandsManitoba’s threatened wetlandsManitoba’s threatened wetlands    

Wetlands play a vital role in protecting water quality in Lake Winnipeg, filtering algae-causing 

nutrients out of runoff before it reaches the streams and rivers that ultimately drain into the 

lake. Wetlands also provide a myriad of other benefits for Manitobans: mitigating flood peaks 

by holding back water; enabling groundwater recharge and aquifer replenishment; providing 

water during periods of drought; storing carbon; and supporting healthy wildlife populations. 

Despite these benefits, over 70 per cent of wetlands in the province have been lost to date. 

Even today, wetlands continue to be drained and destroyed at a rate of 3.6 hectares a day.   

To stem this loss, the Sustainable Watersheds Act (June 2018) enshrined in legislation the 

principle of no net loss of wetland benefits, to ensure that any ongoing drainage activity does 

not compromise the invaluable ecological goods and services that wetland habitats provide. 

The Lake Winnipeg Foundation (LWF) strongly supports the principle of no net loss and 

recognizes that amendments to the Water Rights Regulation must be consistent with this 

legislated requirement. 
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Regulatory pRegulatory pRegulatory pRegulatory protection of Crotection of Crotection of Crotection of Class 3, 4 and 5 wetlandslass 3, 4 and 5 wetlandslass 3, 4 and 5 wetlandslass 3, 4 and 5 wetlands    

Strong regulatory protection of Manitoba’s remaining wetland habitats is absolutely 

necessary to achieve no net loss of wetland benefits as prescribed by the Sustainable 

Watersheds Act. 

LWFLWFLWFLWF    is concerned that proposed amendments to the Water Rights Regulation remove is concerned that proposed amendments to the Water Rights Regulation remove is concerned that proposed amendments to the Water Rights Regulation remove is concerned that proposed amendments to the Water Rights Regulation remove 

existing existing existing existing wetland wetland wetland wetland protectionsprotectionsprotectionsprotections    and ignore previous commitments and ignore previous commitments and ignore previous commitments and ignore previous commitments to increase to increase to increase to increase protectionprotectionprotectionprotection....  

Currently, drainage licences for semi-permanent and permanent wetlands (Class 4 and 5 

wetlands, respectively1) are prohibited by a ministerial policy directive issued in 2009.  

In August 2017, Manitoba Sustainable Development launched a consultation on watershed-

based drainage to inform amendments to the Water Rights Regulation. This consultation 

document outlined a new approach to water management that “would continue to prohibit 

drainage of Class 4 and 5 wetlands and would extend protection to Class 3 [seasonal] 

wetlands.2” The inclusion of Class 3 wetlands under drainage prohibitions would result in 

increased wetland protection throughout Manitoba and was strongly supported by the Lake 

Winnipeg Foundation and other stakeholders. 

In 2018, the Made-in-Manitoba Climate and Green Plan reaffirmed the government’s 

commitment to build on the existing ministerial policy directive “by enhancing protection of 

seasonal, permanent and semi-permanent wetlands from drainage activities.3” The Climate 

and Green Plan confirms that “wetland protection commitments can go a long way to reduce 

nutrient loading off agricultural land.” 

The government of Manitoba must follow through on its longThe government of Manitoba must follow through on its longThe government of Manitoba must follow through on its longThe government of Manitoba must follow through on its long----held commitment to held commitment to held commitment to held commitment to 

prohibit drainage of Class 3, 4 and 5 wetlands.prohibit drainage of Class 3, 4 and 5 wetlands.prohibit drainage of Class 3, 4 and 5 wetlands.prohibit drainage of Class 3, 4 and 5 wetlands.    Amendments to theAmendments to theAmendments to theAmendments to the    WaterWaterWaterWater    Rights Rights Rights Rights 

Regulation must Regulation must Regulation must Regulation must includeincludeincludeinclude    a provincea provincea provincea province----wide drainage moratorium on wide drainage moratorium on wide drainage moratorium on wide drainage moratorium on all seasonal, semiall seasonal, semiall seasonal, semiall seasonal, semi----

permanent and permanent wetlandspermanent and permanent wetlandspermanent and permanent wetlandspermanent and permanent wetlands.... Such a moratorium represents the single most 

effective means of ensuring no net loss of wetland benefits. It is a necessary first step to 

enable any future gains in ecological goods and services for Manitobans, including 

improvement in Lake Winnipeg water quality.  

                                                           
1 Stewart & Kantrud, 1971. Classification of natural ponds and lakes in the glaciated prairie region. Bureau of Sport 

Fisheries and Wildlife, Fish and Wildlife Service, United States Department of the Interior. 
2 Manitoba Sustainable Development, 2017. Watershed-based drainage and water resource management. 

https://www.gov.mb.ca/sd/consultations/pdf/drainage_discussion.pdf 
3 Manitoba Sustainable Development, 2017. A Made-in-Manitoba Climate and Green Plan. 

https://www.gov.mb.ca/asset_library/en/climatechange/climategreenplandiscussionpaper.pdf 
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Mitigation and compensation mechanismsMitigation and compensation mechanismsMitigation and compensation mechanismsMitigation and compensation mechanisms    

Current protections for Class 4 and 5 wetlands recognize that broad socio-economic factors 

(e.g. highway construction or flood prevention projects) might occasionally necessitate 

drainage. Licences may be granted for drainage in cases “substantiated by science, 

engineering and social needs and subject to mitigation.” 

Drainage of Class 3, 4 and 5 wetlands must not be permitted solely for personal or corporate 

economic gain. 

EffectEffectEffectEffective mitigation and ecologically ive mitigation and ecologically ive mitigation and ecologically ive mitigation and ecologically sound compensation measures must be in place tosound compensation measures must be in place tosound compensation measures must be in place tosound compensation measures must be in place to    

meetmeetmeetmeet    the legal requirement of the legal requirement of the legal requirement of the legal requirement of no net loss of wetland benefits when broad sociono net loss of wetland benefits when broad sociono net loss of wetland benefits when broad sociono net loss of wetland benefits when broad socio----

economic factors justify the drainage of Class 3, 4 and 5 wetlands.economic factors justify the drainage of Class 3, 4 and 5 wetlands.economic factors justify the drainage of Class 3, 4 and 5 wetlands.economic factors justify the drainage of Class 3, 4 and 5 wetlands.    

Drainage licensing procedures prescribed under the Water Rights Regulation must include a 

step-wise process to evaluate projects using a mitigation hierarchy, a widely acknowledged 

management framework that is being applied in other Canadian jurisdictions4. The mitigation 

hierarchy first requires drainage proponents to evaluate how wetland damage may be 

avoided; in cases where impacts are unavoidable, wetland damage must be minimized; and 

finally, where avoidance and minimization are not possible, proponents must ensure that all 

lost wetland benefits are replaced. 

When replacement of wetland benefits is required, compensation mechanisms must be 

evidence-based and designed to restore real ecological goods and services on the landscape. 

The compensation mechanisms presented in the proposedThe compensation mechanisms presented in the proposedThe compensation mechanisms presented in the proposedThe compensation mechanisms presented in the proposed    amendments to theamendments to theamendments to theamendments to the    Water Water Water Water 

Rights Regulation are inadequateRights Regulation are inadequateRights Regulation are inadequateRights Regulation are inadequate    and must be revised to ensure and must be revised to ensure and must be revised to ensure and must be revised to ensure the legislated the legislated the legislated the legislated 

requirement of requirement of requirement of requirement of no net loss of wetland benefitsno net loss of wetland benefitsno net loss of wetland benefitsno net loss of wetland benefits    isisisis    metmetmetmet:::: 

• “Permanent legal protection” must be removed from the definition of wetland 

enhancement (Section 3). 

• “Permanent legal protection of wetland enhancements” and “permanent legal 

protection of prescribed wetlands” must be removed as compensation options 

(Schedule D). Legal conservation agreements for existing wetlands do not replace the 

benefits lost through ongoing drainage.  

• “Performance of restoration or enhancement by applicant” must be removed as a 

compensation option (Schedule D). Wetland restoration is to be completed by the  

                                                           
4 Alberta Environment and Parks, 2013. Alberta Wetland Policy. http://aep.alberta.ca/water/programs-and-

services/wetlands/alberta-wetland-policy.aspx 
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Manitoba Habitat Heritage Corporation, as per section 5.1(2) of the Sustainable 

Watersheds Act. Any other “approved service providers” must be specified by name in 

the regulation, to ensure that restoration is undertaken only by knowledgeable and 

experienced experts capable of monitoring projects over the long-term to ensure that 

no-net-loss requirements are met. 

• Mitigation ratios for wetland restoration must be at minimum 3:1 for class-for-class 

compensation projects. Higher ratios must be specified in regulation to ensure all 

wetland benefits are replaced when the restored wetland is of a different class than 

the drained wetland (Schedule D). 

• The regulation must include a requirement that compensation projects be undertaken 

in the same sub-watershed as the corresponding drainage project, so that wetland 

benefits are maintained on a watershed-by-watershed basis (Schedule D).  

• The benefits of wetland restoration may take years to realize, given the complexity 

and delicacy of these natural ecosystems. Wetlands restored as compensation for 

drainage must additionally be placed under a legal conservation agreement to ensure 

the benefits they provide are protected over the long term (Schedule D).  
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Registerable projectsRegisterable projectsRegisterable projectsRegisterable projects    

Amendments to the Water Rights Regulation propose a new registration process for low-

impact drainage projects. The Lake Winnipeg Foundation recognizes that routine municipal 

drainage works are currently experiencing considerable delays in approval. A streamlined 

registration process has the potential to reduce administrative burden and redirect regulatory 

focus towards high-impact projects. To realize these benefits, increased regulatory efficiency 

is an important goal, which LWF supports. 

To be effective as well as efficient, the registration process must be supported by science-

based decision-making tools that enable both regulators and drainage proponents to clearly 

determine which projects are eligible for registration, and which must proceed to licensing. 

As proposed, the registration process requires drainage proponents themselves to correctly 

classify wetlands5 to determine if a project is eligible for registration ($100 fee) or if it must be 

licensed ($500 fee plus associated compensation costs of $6,000 per acre). In the absence of a 

pre-established classification of the wetland in question, the registration process creates a 

potential conflict of interest for proponents who are required to choose between options 

with considerably different financial implications. 

Prior to launching the registration process, Manitoba Sustainable Development must Prior to launching the registration process, Manitoba Sustainable Development must Prior to launching the registration process, Manitoba Sustainable Development must Prior to launching the registration process, Manitoba Sustainable Development must 

complete and publishcomplete and publishcomplete and publishcomplete and publish    a comprehensive provincial wetland inventorya comprehensive provincial wetland inventorya comprehensive provincial wetland inventorya comprehensive provincial wetland inventory. This is necessary. This is necessary. This is necessary. This is necessary    

to ensure that to ensure that to ensure that to ensure that all all all all rrrrequiredequiredequiredequired    informationinformationinformationinformation, including , including , including , including wetland wetland wetland wetland classification,classification,classification,classification,    is readily is readily is readily is readily 

available to both project proponenavailable to both project proponenavailable to both project proponenavailable to both project proponents submitting applications and provincial regulators ts submitting applications and provincial regulators ts submitting applications and provincial regulators ts submitting applications and provincial regulators 

granting approval of registered projectsgranting approval of registered projectsgranting approval of registered projectsgranting approval of registered projects. . . .     

Manitoba Sustainable Development must also maintain a public registry and maps of 

drainage projects approved through the registration process, to enable landowners and the 

public to access information about projects in their area. This registry must be regularly 

reviewed by provincial regulators to assess the cumulative ecological impacts of registered 

projects at both the watershed and provincial scales. Watershed-scale compensation 

mechanisms must be developed prior to the launch of the registration process to ensure that 

cumulative effects are mitigated over the long term. 

 

 

                                                           
5 Stewart & Kantrud, 1971. Classification of natural ponds and lakes in the glaciated prairie region. Bureau of Sport 

Fisheries and Wildlife, Fish and Wildlife Service, United States Department of the Interior. 
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AAAAuditinguditinguditinguditing,,,,    monitoring monitoring monitoring monitoring and evaluationand evaluationand evaluationand evaluation    

Manitoba Sustainable Development’s consultation document provides a list of expected 
outcomes of the proposed amendments to the Water Rights Regulation, including regulatory 
consistency and timely approvals for low-risk projects. However, no impact measures are 
listed related to the anticipated ecological outcomes of drainage and restoration activities 
governed by this regulation. 
    
LWF is concerned that adequate LWF is concerned that adequate LWF is concerned that adequate LWF is concerned that adequate auditing, auditing, auditing, auditing, ecological ecological ecological ecological monitoring and evaluation monitoring and evaluation monitoring and evaluation monitoring and evaluation 

processes are processes are processes are processes are lacking from the proposed amendments to the Water Rights Regulation.lacking from the proposed amendments to the Water Rights Regulation.lacking from the proposed amendments to the Water Rights Regulation.lacking from the proposed amendments to the Water Rights Regulation.    

Ongoing evaluation is a crucial component of effective and efficient regulation, and is 

required to support regular reporting on both procedural and ecological outcomes in a 

transparent and tangible manner. 

Adequate monitoring and oversight of proposed regulatory changes must go beyond simply 

counting the number of approved projects or the number of acres restored. Monitoring and Monitoring and Monitoring and Monitoring and 

evaluation must be designed to measure real ecological outcomevaluation must be designed to measure real ecological outcomevaluation must be designed to measure real ecological outcomevaluation must be designed to measure real ecological outcomes on the ground. es on the ground. es on the ground. es on the ground. 

Auditing programs are required to ensure efforts to improve regulatory efficiency do Auditing programs are required to ensure efforts to improve regulatory efficiency do Auditing programs are required to ensure efforts to improve regulatory efficiency do Auditing programs are required to ensure efforts to improve regulatory efficiency do 

not undermine regulatory efficacy.not undermine regulatory efficacy.not undermine regulatory efficacy.not undermine regulatory efficacy.  

LWF recommends that the following processes be explicitly included in the Water Rights 

Regulation:  

• Increased inspection and enforcement to reduce illegal drainage of protected 

wetlands;  

• Inspection of all restoration activities by provincial regulators to ensure mitigation 

ratios are met and design specifications are followed to achieve no net loss of 

wetlands benefits;  

• Long-term ecological monitoring of all wetlands restored as compensation for 

ongoing drainage activities, including tracking of water and nutrient retention 

capacity, carbon storage, diversity of vegetation and wildlife, etc.; 

• Robust auditing of registered drainage projects to ensure provincial wetland 

classifications are respected, all registration requirements are met and project 

construction is consistent with application information submitted; 

• Evaluation of cumulative impacts of registered projects at watershed and provincial 

scales every five years; and 

• Ecological evaluation of wetland benefits lost and replaced through mitigation and 

compensation programs at watershed and provincial scales every five years. 
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ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions    

The Lake Winnipeg Foundation strongly supports the principle of no net loss of wetland 

benefits enshrined in the Sustainable Watersheds Act and recognizes that amendments to 

the Water Rights Regulation must comply with this legislated requirement. 

The Government of Manitoba must follow through on its long-held commitment to prohibit 

drainage of Class 3, 4 and 5 wetlands. Prevention of any further wetland losses is a necessary 

first step in enabling future gains in ecological goods and services for Manitobans, including 

improvement in Lake Winnipeg water quality. 

Effective mitigation and ecologically sound compensation mechanisms must be in place 

when avoidance and minimization of wetland damage are not possible and broad socio-

economic factors justify the drainage of Class 3, 4 and 5 wetlands. 

“Permanent legal protection” of existing wetlands is not an acceptable compensation 

mechanism as it results in a net loss of wetland benefits. Legal conservation agreements for 

existing wetlands do not replace the benefits lost through ongoing drainage. 

Compensatory wetland restoration must meet a minimum 3:1 mitigation ratio, be undertaken 

in the same sub-watershed as the drained wetland it replaces, and be placed under a legal 

conservation agreement to ensure restored benefits are protected over the long term. 

Manitoba Sustainable Development must not launch the proposed drainage registration 

process prior to completing and publishing a comprehensive provincial wetland inventory. 

Pre-established wetland classifications are required by both drainage proponents and 

provincial regulators for effective implementation of the registration process.  

Manitoba Sustainable Development must maintain a public registry of registered drainage 

projects, to enable landowners, the public and provincial regulators to access information 

about projects and assess cumulative ecological impacts of the registration process. 

Ongoing monitoring of both procedural and ecological outcomes is crucial to evaluate the 

effectiveness of mitigation and compensation schemes. Robust auditing and cumulative-

impacts evaluation of the drainage registration process are required. Regular public reporting 

in a transparent and tangible manner is necessary to maintain regulatory accountability. 
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About the Lake Winnipeg FoundationAbout the Lake Winnipeg FoundationAbout the Lake Winnipeg FoundationAbout the Lake Winnipeg Foundation    

The Lake Winnipeg Foundation advocates for change and co-ordinates action to improve the 
health of Lake Winnipeg, now and for future generations. 
 
Combining the expertise of our Science Advisory Council and the commitment of our 
members, LWF is nationally recognized for our unique capacity to link science and action. Our 
goal is to ensure policy and practices informed by evidence are implemented and enforced. 
 
LWF is the only membership-based freshwater organization in Manitoba, working 
collaboratively with non-profit, academic, industry and government sectors, First Nations, and 
the public to restore and protect our great lake.  
 
Our flagship initiative, the Lake Winnipeg Health Plan, identifies eight evidence-based actions 

to improve the health of Lake Winnipeg – providing a blueprint for cost-effective decision-

making and long-term, adaptive freshwater management. 
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